485 (Harborne & Quinton) Squadron
Uniform Handbook

UNIFORM ADVICE
Uniform
Every parade night, cadets are expected to wear some kind of uniform, and as such, the
care of it becomes an important aspect of life in the cadets. As such, here are some tips
on how to achieve a high military standard of dress. There are separate instructions on
shaping your beret and polishing your shoes!
Uniforms Descriptions:
Working Blues / Wedgwood Blues / DPM Combats
Cleaning Details:
Parade Shoes / Trousers / Belt / Jumper / Shirts / Beret / Brassard / Skirt / Combat Jacket
/ DPM Trousers / Combat Boots
Different Types of Uniform:
Working Blues.
1. Parade Shoes
2. Black socks
3. Belt
4. RAF Blue Trousers/Skirt
5. Working Blue Shirt
6. Jumper (September-May)
7. Beret
8. Brassard

Wedgwood Blues
1. Parade Shoes
2. Black Socks
3. RAF Blue Trousers/Skirt
4. Belt
5. Wedgwood Blue (Light Blue) Shirt
6. Tie
7. Jumper in cooler months
8. Beret
9. Brassard
DPM (Night Exercises, Camouflage and Concealment or anything else needing
camouflage).
1. Combat Boots
2. DPM (disrupted pattern material) trousers
3. Combat shirt
4. OG ribbed jumper
5. Combat Jacket
6. Beret

UNIFORM CARE
BUY A BIG CAN OF STARCH!
Ironing
Okay, we all know the easiest way here - ask our Mothers! But they have a lot do without
having to iron creases into shirts and trousers. So wake up and learn how to iron!
It's simple. A plate of metal gets hot, place it on your garment and the creases disappear.
Well, okay, not that simple - but almost.
Iron shirts with your iron set to medium - not hot as this can damage the material, and iron
trousers on hot making sure you place a plain cotton cloth between your trousers and the
iron.
Shirts
Shirts are easy to iron and take no time at all when you know how. If your shirt is dry,
lightly spray it with water use a water sprayer available form garden stores set to produce
a mist.
1. Iron the inside of the collar
2. Place one of the shoulders into the end of the ironing board so that the yoke lies
along it and iron that.
3. Take your shirt off the board and place one of the sides on so that the neck is at the
end of the board.
4. Place the back of the shirt on the board next (you will have to do this in two parts)
5. Now place the other front panel on the board and iron that.
6. Undo the epaulettes and iron them
7. Now the hard part. Sleeves. Place the sleeve along the length of the ironing board.
Use a good water sprayer and soak the crease - not too much though. Place the
iron at the cuff end of the sleeve while pulling the crease to keep it tight. Press
firmly on the iron and steadily move up to the shoulder end of the sleeve. Repeat for
the other sleeve and you should have a perfect pair of creases.
Trousers
Take care ironing trousers as you can make the material shine if you don't follow this
simple guide.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place front crease of one leg onto the ironing board.
Pull both ends of the crease and make sure no material is ruffled up underneath.
Spray the crease with your water sprayer.
Place a plain (preferably white) cotton cloth over the crease and spray this too.
Now place your iron on the cloth over the crease and press firmly, and slowly move
the iron up to the crease taking care not to go off the cloth and onto your trousers.
Repeat as many times as necessary to do the entire crease.
6. repeat the process in the following order: next front crease, then rear creases.
7. The use of a cloth prevents shining of the material when the iron is placed directly
on to the material. You end up with razor sharp creases with a shiny patch down
one side which looks pretty daft.
8. Many cadets tend to rub soap or wax up the inside of the crease. This is to help the
crease stay in longer.

9. Once you have ironed your trousers, you will need to keep the creases pin sharp.
Use a purpose made trouser hanger - available from all good military surplus stores
and hardware stores or you could try this essential tip:
10. Use a standard coat hangar, but instead over laying the trousers over the hangar,
use two or three strong pegs and clip the bottom of your trousers to the hangar so
that they hang straight.
Skirt
Take care ironing your skirt as you can make the material shine.
1. Turn the skirt inside out, then put it over the end of the ironing board and iron it flat
until all the creases are out.
Brassard
Iron until flat with no creases.
Belt
The belt is relatively easy to polish. First remove the buckle by carefully rotating the bar on
the back, with the teeth holding it onto the belt. Now take some metal polish, e.g. - Brasso,
and wet some cotton wool with this. Then, in the same circular motion as parade shoe
polishing, buff the whole of the belt buckle. After a short while your belt should come to a
high shine. N.B. You frequently have to change your cotton wool as it soon goes black.
Jumper
This is probably the easiest to maintain. All that is needed to keep it in good condition is, if
it starts to get "fluffy" then give it a quick shave, using a small, inexpensive razor. Being
careful not to cut the jumper, remove any sticking out fibres. Or wrap cellotape round your
hands and use this to pull it off. Don’t forget to IRON the patches!
Combat Jacket / DPM Trousers
Iron until flat. Remember that it's DPM, so creases are hard to see. Iron all pockets flat
against the jacket and sew on any missing buttons.
Combat boots
When on a night-ex. or needing camouflage:
Clean with water to remove any dirt off and put on a thin layer of polish. These boots do
not have to be shiny.
Shooting and non-camouflage boots:
Clean the boots with water, then dry. Take 2 brushes and use one to put the polish on and
the other to brush it in. Then use the same method as with parade shoes to buff the toe
caps.

HOW TO SHAPE YOUR BERET
Like most items of uniform, you will have to put some work into making the standard issue RAF Beret
fit correctly. You can't just plop it on your head and think it will look after itself. If you don't want it to
look like a helicopter landing pad you're going to have to Shape it to fit your head correctly.
How should the Beret be worn?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The beret is worn so that the headband (edge binding) is horizontal across the forehead,
one 1 inch (25cm) above the eyebrows.
The badge must be clearly displayed in a position above the left eye.
The excess material is draped over to the right ear, extending to at least the top of the ear,
and no lower than the middle of the ear.
Females with long hair are required to wear a hair net the colour of which must match their
hair colour as closely as possible.
When worn properly, the beret is formed to the shape of the head, therefore, cadets should
not wear hairstyles that cause distortion of the beret.

How To Shape Your Beret
1. Place the beret in on your head with the headband horizontal across the forehead, one 1 inch
(25cm) above the eyebrows.
2. Pull the headband drawstring tight and tie it off in a square not. DO NOT CUT IT.
3. Take the beret and dunk it in warm (not hot!) water.
4. Once you get it soaking wet, put it on your head and pull the stiff badge mounting over your left
eye and smooth the material over your head and pull it down towards your right ear. It should
just touch your ear or go just below that.
5. Once you've got it all set, wear it for a while until it's almost dry.
6. Carefully take it off and set it down to dry. You may need to shape it a few times to get it right.
7. Once you're happy with its shape, conceal the excess headband drawstring by tucking it into
the edge binding (Do not cut it off as this will prevent future adjustment).
8. Fit your badge onto the mounting and secure it with the split pin.
Remember; wear your uniform with pride.

HOW TO POLISH YOUR SHOES (OR BOOTS)
Keeping your appearance above 100% will never hinder your ATC cadet career, and
having perfect, shiny shoes will make you stand out from the rest of the cadets as
someone who cares about their uniform and wants to achieve something in the ATC.
The method I am going to describe to you is standard polishing, very similar to the "spit
and polish" method.
To polish your shoes properly, you will need the following items:
1. Yourself (You should polish your shoes yourself, don't get your parents to do it for
you!)
2. Kiwi Shoe Polish (Black) - I recommend you use Kiwi; it's the best polish around.
You may also want to buy Kiwi Parade Gloss as it is good for getting a nice deep
shine.
3. A duster, soft rag or cotton wool. - What you will be polishing with. If you use cotton
wool I recommend that you use pads rather than cotton wool balls. (And if the rag
isn't soft it will scratch the surface of your shoe and you will be doing more bad than
good.
4. Water - in a bowl, cup, whatever. Some people will use warm water because it
helps to work the polish into a nice smooth shine, but if the water is too hot it will
melt the polish off your shoe and you will have to start again.

Once you have these items you are ready
to polish. Be warned, Polishing will take
hours, literally, at the beginning, a good
pair of shoes is not something that can be
achieved in 20 minutes. It will take you
hours to get your shoes up to a high
standard, and yes, it is quite hard, but
follow this guide and you can't go wrong.

To begin with, you must make sure your
whole shoe is free of mud and dust. Pick
up your duster and wrap it around your
index finger so that the cloth on the top of
your finger is smooth and has no creases.
If you are using cotton wool pads, fold it in
half, and in half again, polishing with the
straight part.

Next we need to wet the cloth. Dip your index finger into
the bowl of water, so the top part of your finger is wet.
Squeeze of any excess water. If you are using a cotton
wool pad, dip that in too.
Now we need to get some polish onto the shoe. Gently
rub the cloth or piece of cotton wool along the shiny
surface of the polish. You are aiming for something like
this:
Now we are ready to start. Gently rub the polish into the
toe cap of your shoe in circular motions, covering the
complete toecap, including the sides. Keep repeating
these circular motions until all the polish has
disappeared and does not smear when you rub over it. If
the surface of the shoe becomes dry, wet the duster or
cotton wool again. Always use water, not spit! Water
gets you a much better shine!
When you first start polishing, you will feel that the
surface is rough. You will need to repeat the process
above until the surface of the shoe is smooth, and
remember to use plenty of water
The circular motion is a vital part of the process. The
motion works the polish into the shoe and allows the
polish to settle onto the surface of the shoe.
By now, you should have a smooth surface. Compare
your polished shoe to your unpolished shoe. You should
be able to tell between which has been polished, and
the polished shoe should be much darker than the
unpolished shoe.
Now it is time to finish your toecap. It is basically the
same process as above, but with a few small changes.
This time we will use only a small amount of polish and
a little more water. These "small" layers should only take
about 30 seconds to apply, and you will need to apply
only a few of these layers to attain a shine.

Many people with good, polished shoes will not stop at
the toecap. I myself polish my complete shoe, even the
underneath. Before an inspection, I will put one small
layer of polish onto the rest of my shoe, including the
rims of the shoe. I will also polish my "smiles" which is
the underneath portion of the shoe. The polishing
method is exactly the same, but do not use lots of
polish, use only one layer, otherwise there will be no
distinction between the toecap.
Remember; wear your uniform with pride.

HOW TO TIE A WINDSOR KNOT
The Windsor knot is a thick, wide triangular knot which promotes confident. The Windsor
knot is one of the smartest knots, and is usually worn to interviews and on smart uniform.
Hence we use it in the ATC. We wear ties only in our light blue, Wedgwood shirt, or in the
band.
Follow the steps to learn how to tie a proper Windsor knot:
Step One
First of all; ensure that your collar is up. This makes it easier to tie the
knot. Take a look at the diagram on the left. "W" stands for wide and
"N" stands for narrow. Take the "W" part of the tie and place it around
your dominant side (the side you use to write or play sport.). Allow
enough length in the "W" side for the tie to reach your belt buckle.
Cross the "W" part over the "N" part of the tie.

Step Two
Hold the point where "W" crosses over "N" and pull the "W" end
towards your chest and up between your collar and the cross.

Step Three
Pull the wide end "W" underneath narrow end "N" and to the left, back
through the loop and to the left again so that the wide end "W" is
inside out.

Step Four
Bring the "W" end of the tie across to the right.

Step Five
Bring the "W" end behind the tie and back up through the loop.

Step Six
Pull the "W" end down and through the knot you just created

Step Seven
Using both hands, one on each Tighten the knot and pull it up
towards the collar.

Adjusting your Windsor knot - If the "W" part of the tie is too short or too long, untie the
tie and start again with the "W" part of the tie in a more suitable position.
When taking off and untying the tie, follow these steps in reverse order. This is to prevent
the tie from distorting.

Remember; wear your uniform with pride.

POSITIONING YOUR BADGES ON YOUR AIR CADET UNIFORM
Air Cadet Distinguishing and Training badges are to be worn as stated below. Unauthorised badges or
insignia are not to be worn on Air Cadet uniform.
Badges on the Brassard
The Brassard is to be fitted over the right sleeve of the jersey or shirt and positioned above the
elbow. The top of the Brassard is to be fixed by a fabric strap to the right shoulder strap of the jersey
or shirt. The location of badges on the brassard are:
Identification Badge
The identification badge (Squadron Number) is to be worn
centrally on the brassard, 6 mm below the top edge of the
brassard and in this position covers the button hole.
Distinguishing Badge
The distinguishing badge (Air Training Corps) is to be worn
centrally on the brassard, immediately below the identification
badge.
Classification Badges
The First Class, Leading and Senior Cadet badges are to be
worn centrally on the brassard, immediately below the
distinguishing badge. Only one classification badge is worn at a
time.
Bandsman's Badge
The Bandsman's badge is worn on the brassard, in a central
position 75 mm above the lower edge. Bandsman's badges are
only worn in this space where higher priority badges have not
been gained.
Badges for Shooting
Only one Marksmanship badge is to be worn and is to be for the
highest level for which the cadet is qualified. The appropriate
badge is to be position 6mm in from the right hand edge of the
brassard.
Millennium Volunteer (MV) Badge
The MV badge is to be positioned on the Brassard 6mm from the
lower edge and 6mm in from the left hand edge.
Leadership Course Badge
The Leadership Badge is only to be worn by cadets who have
successfully completed the Air Cadet Leadership Course. The
badge is to be worn in a central position on the brassard
immediately below the classification badge. The Badge is not to
be worn if the Junior Leadership Lanyard has been awarded.
Communications Badge
The Communications Badge is to be worn on the brassard below
the classification badge, or if one has been awarded, immediately
below the Leadership Badge. This badge is only worn in this
space where higher priority badges have not been gained.

Nijmegan Badge
This badge is to be located in a central position on the brassard
immediately below the Air Cadet Leadership badge or with the
base of the badge 7.5 cm above the lower edge of the brassard if
the Leadership badge is not worn. If the Corps Marksmanship
badge is worn the Nijmegen badge is to be moved to a balancing
position on the left side of the brassard, on a line with the crown
of the Marksmanship badge, and with the bases of both badges
7.5 cm above the lower edge of the brassard.
First Aid Badge
The St John Ambulance First Aid Badge is to be worn only as a
"base-line" badge on the brassard and in one of the 2 spaces
where the MV Badge or Marksmanship Badge has not been
gained.
Staff Cadet Lanyard
The yellow lanyard is worn with the cord fastened over the left
shoulder, under the shoulder strap and fastened to a small
raised, RAF crested, black button sewn centrally on the bottom
edge of the left shoulder patch of the jersey - in shirt sleeve order
it is fastened to the button of the left breast-pocket of the shirt.
The Staff Cadet lanyard signifies that the cadet has completed all
his training and he wears the lanyard only - with no badge on the
brassard.
Junior Leaders Lanyard
Cadets who graduate from the Junior Leaders Course will be
awarded a maroon lanyard. This will be worn in the same manner
as the Staff Cadet lanyard. If a cadet is qualified for both
lanyards, only the Junior Leader lanyard is to be worn.
Badges of Rank
Cpl, Sgt, FS and CWO badges are to be worn on the shoulder
straps of either the jersey or the shirt, depending on the mode of
dress.
Cadet Flying Badges
Gliding, Flying Scholarship and Cadet Navigator badges and are
to be worn on the left shoulder patch of the jersey, as follows:
When only one of these badges is worn, it is to be worn centrally,
1cm above the lower edge of the patch.
When more than one badge is authorised, the Flying Scholarship
or Cadet Navigator badge is worn centrally 1cm above the
Gliding badge, the bottom edge of the Gliding badge is to be
worn 1cm above the lower edge of the patch.
Cadets are restricted to wearing only 2 of the flying badges, one
to represent their highest level of attainment in gliding and
conventional flying.
D of E Award Badges
D of E badges are to be worn centrally on the right shoulder
patch of the jersey, 1cm above the lower edge of the patch. Only
one D of E badge is worn at a time, i.e. when the Silver is gained,
it replaces the Bronze.

Remember; wear your uniform with pride.

